Support for Local Conference Attendance for the 2019-2020 Academic Year

Overview:
Thanks to generous support from the Charles Lafitte Foundation, P&N is able to provide support for undergraduates who wish to attend local conferences relevant to Psychology or Neuroscience. Local conferences are defined as those that are attended for only one day and do not require lodging. P&N will fund up to $200 in allowable expenses for each conference attended on or before May 2, 2020; allowable expenses include things such as registration fees, poster printing fees, and ground travel expenses.

How to Secure Funding:
No formal application is required. However, for each conference you wish to attend, you should send an email to PN-undergrad-grants@duke.edu no later than two weeks prior to the conference to provide the following information:
- Your name
- Your major(s), minor(s)
- The name, location and date of the local conference you wish to attend
- Whether or not you have already registered
- Your status at the event: Will you be a presenter or an attendee/trainee?
- Your anticipated (allowable) expenses not to exceed $200

Once we receive this message we will follow up about additional requirements and deadlines.

Students may receive funding to attend multiple local conferences during the 2019-2020 academic year, regardless of other awards received by P&N.*

Questions:
Please direct any questions to PN-undergrad-grants@duke.edu and include “Local Conference” in the subject line.

*Undergraduate Travel Award, Undergraduate Small Grant, URS Matching Grant